
"TO ERR IS HUMAN" - BUT IS IT
HARMLESS?: TEXAS RULES OF APPELLATE
PROCEDURE RULE 81(b)(2) AND THE COURT

OF CRIMINAL APPEALS' EFFORT TO
FASHION A WORKABLE STANDARD OF

REVIEW

In September of 1986, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
exercised its rulemaking authority,' and adopted rule 81(b)(2) of the
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure. 2 This rule is fondly referred to
by prosecutors, criminal defense attorneys and judges alike as the
"harmless error rule." For many years prior to the promulgation of
rule 81(b)(2), the appellate courts in Texas applied a harmless error
standard when reviewing criminal cases on appeal.' The rule itself is
applied by the appellate courts in order to circumvent the need for
reversal in criminal cases where the trial court error "did not con-
tribute to the conviction or punishment assessed." '4 It is surprising
to note that after all of the years spent grappling with this elusive
rule, the high court of Texas has only recently attempted to provide
attorneys and appellate judges with a framework upon which to rely
in determining whether a trial court error is, in fact, harmless.'

This comment will explore the origins of the harmless error rule
in Texas, and trace the development of the rule from its Supreme
Court origins. Further, the comment will provide an analysis of the
past standards applied in Texas for determining the magnitude of
trial court error as well as a comparison to the new standard, and a
discussion of the potential impact which the new standard will have
on harmless error analysis.

1. TEx. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. arts. 44.33, 44.45 (Vernon Supp. 1990).
2. TEx. R. App. P. 81(b)(2).
3. See, e.g., Cunningham v. State, 500 S.W.2d 820, 824 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973).
4. Harris v. State, No. TC-89-27-67 (Tex. Crim. App., June 28, 1989) (en banc) (not

yet reported).
5. Id. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has now prescribed a method of analysis

to enable appellate judges to determine whether an error is harmless. See infra notes 72-87
and accompanying text (discussing the analysis to be applied).
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I. UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT BEGINNINGS

The harmless error rule did not originate in Texas. In 1919, a
harmless error rule was adopted by Congress in order to halt a
growing concern regarding the American system of appellate review
of criminal cases.6 The rule adopted was based on Section 269 of
the Judicial Code which provided:

On hearing of any appeal, certiorari, writ of error, or motion for
a new trial, in any case, civil or criminal, the court shall give
judgment after an examination of the entire record before the
court, without regard to technical errors, defects, or exceptions
which do not affect the substantial rights of the parties.7

By 1927, eighteen states had adopted their own "harmless error"
statutes in response to the growing problem.8 In 1945, the Supreme
Court of the United States, in Kotteakos v. United States,9 made
this comment about the concern which prompted the harmless error
legislation: "[s]o great was the threat of reversal ... that criminal
trial became a game for sowing reversible error in the record .. .

The Court stated that the purpose of the harmless error analysis
embodied in the new statute was to allow appellate judges to review
the trial record based on their judgment as to the effect of the error
rather than forcing them to apply rigid standards which could result
in providing "men fairly convicted" a "multiplicity of loopholes"
by which to escape justice." At the same time, the rule was to act
as a check upon arbitrary and unfair practices in criminal trials.' 2

Citing the legislative history of Judicial Code section 269, the
Court stated that the burden of proof was on the party seeking

6. Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 758-59 (1946) (citing Act of February 26,
1919, ch. 48, 40 Stat. 1181 (1919) (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. § 391 (1946)).

7. See id. at 757 (citing Section 269 Judicial Code (as amended at 28 U.S.C. § 391
(1946)) (emphasis added).

8. See Sunderland, The Problem of Appellate Review, 5 TEx. L. REv. 126, 146 (1927).
9. 328 U.S. 750 (1946). In this case, several defendants were charged with conspiracy to

obtain fraudulent loans in violation of the National Housing Act, 12 U.S.C. § 1702 (1988).
328 U.S. at 752. The defense alleged, on appeal, that there was a fatal variance between the
indictment which charged many defendants with one conspiracy, and the proof which showed
many conspiracies. See id. at 752-56. The Supreme Court found that this was not harmless
error and reversed the conviction. Id. at 752-77.

10. Id. at 759.
11. Id. at 760.
12. Id.
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reversal to show that the technical errors affected his substantial
rights. 3 The Court noted, however, that some errors are of such a
nature as to automatically prejudice a defendant's rights .1 In those
cases, the Court reasoned, the burden is on the party benefitted by
the error to show that it was, in fact, harmless."

The Court noted that the problem with discarding a precise rule
applicable to all errors, and substituting the appellate court's judg-
ment, is that what may be harmless in the eyes of one judge may
substantially affect a litigant's rights according to another judge. 6

Further, the judgment in each case must be the result of examining
the whole record and drawing on, but not relying completely on,
past decisions based on similar circumstances.17

The Court then set out certain guidelines for appellate judges to
follow in making harmless error determinations. The Court stated
that while the appellate court must take into consideration the
outcome of the case, notwithstanding the alleged error, the appellate
judge must not attempt to determine guilt or innocence or speculate
on possible reconviction upon an order of new trial. 8 The question
is not whether the jury, whose task it is to determine guilt or
innocence, was correct in its judgment, but whether the alleged error
had or reasonably could have had an effect on the jury's decision. 19

The Court concluded that the analysis does not merely involve the
sufficiency of the evidence to support the result exclusive of the
error, but rather focuses on whether the error itself substantially
influenced that result. 20

In 1963, in Fahy v. Connecticut,2' the Supreme Court set out
another standard to aid appellate judges in their determination of

13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. Id. at 761.
17. Id. at 762.
18. Id. at 763.
19. Id. at 764.
20. Id. at 765.
21. 375 U.S. 85 (1963). This case involved a defendant who was convicted of injury to a

public building in violation of a Connecticut statute for painting swastikas on a synagogue.
See id. at 85-86. Evidence, which was obtained as a result of an illegal search and seizure,
was admitted over defendant's objection. See id. at 87. While this case was pending, the
United States Supreme Court decided Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961), which required
exclusion of such illegally obtained evidence. The Court in Fahy held that such an error was
prejudicial to defendant's rights and, therefore, was not harmless error and reversed the
conviction. 375 U.S. at 87.
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whether a trial court error was harmless. In Fahy, the Court held,
without much explanation, that it was not concerned with the suf-
ficiency of the evidence untainted by the error, but with the "rea-
sonable possibility" that the error "might have contributed to the
conviction. "22

The Court explained the Fahy test in the 1967 case of Chapman
v. California.23 This decision has become the cornerstone of harmless
error analysis. In Chapman, the Supreme Court, in determining
whether constitutional error could ever be harmless, first looked at
whether state or federal law should apply. 24 The Court held that the
federal harmless error analysis applied to questions of federal con-
stitutional error. 25 In declining to hold that all constitutional errors
required automatic reversal, the Court stated, "[Tihere may be some
constitutional errors which in the setting of a particular case are so
unimportant and insignificant that they may . . .be deemed harm-
less .... ",26 The Court noted that all fifty states had adopted harm-
less error statutes or rules, and cited federal statutes and rules of
criminal procedure as indicative of the federal harmless error provi-
sions.27 While it did reject an automatic reversal practice for consti-
tutional errors, the Supreme Court noted that there are some errors
that affect "rights so basic to a fair trial that their infraction can
never be treated as harmless error .... ,,28

22. Id. at 86-87 (emphasis added).
23. 386 U.S. 18 (1967). In Chapman, the defendant was convicted of robbery, kidnapping

and murder. See id. at 18-19. The defendant did not testify at trial, and the prosecutor and
the court made repeated reference to this fact throughout the course of the trial in conformance
with a California constitutional provision. See id. at 19. During the pendency of defendant's
appeal, the Supreme Court decided Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965), which held that
provision in the California Constitution invalid and made unconstitutional adverse prosecutorial
references to a defendant's failure to testify because such references deprived a defendant of
his fifth amendment right against self incrimination. Id. at 613-15. In Chapman the Supreme
Court held that the error was not harmless and reversed the conviction. 386 U.S. at 24-26.

24. 386 U.S. at 20-21.
25. Id. at 21.
26. Id. at 22.
27. Id. (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2111 (1988); FED. R. CRIM. P. 52(a)). Section 2111, in language

almost identical to the Judicial Code Section 269 cited in Kotteakos, provides: "(GOn the
hearing of any appeal or writ of certiorari in any case, the court shall give judgment after an
examination of the record without regard to errors or defects which do not affect the substantial
rights of the parties." 28 U.S.C. § 2111 (1988); see also FED. R. CRrm. P. 52(a) (stating
"[alny error, defect, irregularity or variance which does not affect substantial rights shall be
disregarded").

28. 386 U.S. at 23; see, e.g., Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) (defendant's
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The Supreme Court then set about formulating a standard for
reviewing harmless error. In California, the standard used was whether
the error amounted to a miscarriage of justice. 29 This standard was
rejected by the Supreme Court as was the "substantial rights"
standard emphasized by the federal statutes and most state harmless
error rules. 30 The Court further expressly rejected the California
Supreme Court's use of an "overwhelming evidence" analysis.3'

Relying on Fahy, the Supreme Court set out the standard for
harmless error analysis.3 2 According to the Court, the party obtaining
a conviction tainted by constitutional error must "prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that the error complained of did not contribute to
the verdict obtained." 33 Critics of the rules and standards set out in
Fahy and Chapman felt that the Supreme Court should have left
application of the harmless error rule to the state appellate courts. 34

Even though the Supreme Court in Chapman expressly rejected
an overwhelming evidence analysis for determining harmless error,
in Harrington v. California" the Court held that the case against the
defendant was so overwhelming that the constitutional error com-
plained of was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.36 The Court
insisted that they were not departing from the Chapman decision.3 7

right to counsel); Payne v. Arkansas, 356 U.S. 560 (1958) (coerced confession); Tumey v.
Ohio, 273 U.S. 510 (1927) (absence of impartial judge); see also, e.g., Holloway v. Arkansas,
435 U.S. 475 (1978) (conflict of interest of defendant's counsel); White v. Maryland, 373 U.S.
59 (1963) (no counsel at arraignment - defense irretrievably lost).

29. People v. Teal, 63 Cal. 2d 178, 197, 404 P.2d 209, 220, 45 Cal. Rptr. 729, 740
(1965), rev'd sub nom. Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18 (1967).

30. 386 U.S. at 23.
31. Id. The California Supreme Court's decision that the error in Chapman was harmless

was based on its determination that because there was other substantial evidence of guilt, the
proof of Chapman's guilt was overwhelming regardless of the error. 63 Cal. 2d at 197, 404
P.2d at 220, 45 Cal. Rptr. at 740.

32. 386 U.S. at 22-24.
33. Id. at 24 (emphasis added).
34. See Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 45-57 (1967) (Harlan, J., dissenting); Fahy

v. Connecticut, 375 U.S. 85, 92-95 (1963) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
35. 395 U.S. 250 (1969). In Harrington, the defendant was convicted of murder. Id. at

252 n.l. Codefendants' confessions were admitted in Harrington's trial, although only one of
the codefendants testified. Id. The admission of the confessions not accompanied by testimony
constituted a violation of the defendant's sixth amendment right to confrontation as set out
by the Supreme Court in Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968). 395 U.S. at 252. The
Supreme Court held, however, that the error was harmless under the Chapman test and
affirmed the conviction. Id. at 254.

36. Id.
37. Id.
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However, because the evidence against Harrington was so strong,
the only way they could justify reversal was to adopt an automatic
reversal rule for this particular type of error.3" The Court was
unwilling to do this because the analysis must be made on a case-
by-case basis.39 In United States v. Hasting,40 the Court appeared
again to use an "overwhelming evidence" test to determine the
magnitude of a constitutional error. 4'

Finally, in 1988, in Satterwhite v. Texas42 the United States
Supreme Court reviewed a decision by the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals. The Supreme Court reaffirmed Chapman as the test to be

38. Id. Justice Brennan's dissent, joined by Chief Justice Warren and Justice Marshall,
asserted that the majority had, in fact, overruled Chapman and substituted an overwhelming
evidence standard for harmless error. Id. at 255-56 (Brennan, J., dissenting). The dissenters
stated that the focus should be on the tainted evidence and its impact on the untainted evidence
and not solely on the quantum of the latter. Id. at 256 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

39. 395 U.S. at 254.
40. 461 U.S. 499 (1983). This case involved a gruesome series of crimes including

kidnapping, violations of the Mann Act (18 U.S.C. § 2421 (1988)), and conspiracy to commit
these offenses. See id. At issue was the testimony of the female victims who were repeatedly
raped and sodomized. See id. The Court held that the federal courts of appeals could not
avoid harmless error analysis by exercising their supervisory powers to punish prosecutorial
conduct. Id. at 505-07. In this case, the prosecutor allegedly violated Griffin v. California,
380 U.S. 609 (1965), by referring to the defendant's failure to rebut the state's evidence. Id.
at 503. Although the Supreme Court held that the error was harmless, the conviction was
reversed and remanded to the court of appeals because that court did not consider all of
defendant's contentions on appeal after erroneously reversing the conviction pursuant to their
supervisory powers. Id. at 512. It appears that the gruesome nature of the crime may have
influenced the Supreme Court's analysis thereby injecting a new factor to be considered in the
overall analysis of harmless error (i.e., the nature and magnitude of the crime involved). See
id. at 504. At one point the court noted that in remanding for new trial the court of appeals
did not consider "the trauma the victims of these particularly heinous crimes would experience
in a new trial, forcing them to relive harrowing experiences now long past ... Id. at 504
(emphasis added).

41. 461 U.S. at 512. It is interesting to note that in both cases using the "overwhelming
evidence" analysis the error was judged harmless beyond a reasonable doubt and improper as
a basis for reversal. See United States v. Hasting, 461 U.S. 499, 512 (1983); Harrington v.
California, 395 U.S. 250, 254 (1969). One wonders if the overwhelming evidence test is a
means to bypass the Chapman standard in order to command a desired result in cases involving
more serious crimes.

42. 486 U.S. 249 (1988). In this case, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals found harmless
an error which implicated defendant's sixth amendment rights. See id. at 253. In Estelle v.
Smith, 451 U.S. 454 (1981), the Supreme Court held that a defendant charged with a capital
crime had a sixth amendment right to consult with counsel before being psychologically tested
to determine future dangerousness. Id. at 471. The trial court in Satterwhite allowed testimony
by the psychologist who determined that defendant was and would continue to be dangerous,
even though the defendant had not consulted counsel prior to the psychological examination.
486 U.S. at 252-53. The Supreme Court determined that the error was not harmless and
reversed the conviction. 486 U.S. at 258-60.
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used in making a harmless error analysis. 43 The Court stated that the
rationale for the harmless error rule is that it "promotes public
respect for the criminal process by focusing on the underlying fairness
of the trial rather than on the virtually inevitable presence of im-
material error."" The Satterwhite Court rejected the "overwhelming
evidence" test and held that the question was not "whether the
legally admitted evidence was sufficient to support the death sentence
... but rather, whether the State had 'proved beyond a reasonable
doubt that the error ... did not contribute to the verdict ob-
tained.' '"4

II. TEXAs' FORMULATION OF THE HARMLESS ERROR RULE

A. Statutory Provisions

The concern for fair criminal trials in Texas has been evidenced
by more than one statutory enactment incorporating a harmless error-
type standard of review. 46 The 1966 Code of Criminal Procedure
("Code") prohibited reversal of criminal convictions based on "mere
technicalities or technical errors. '47 The Code also provided that
when reviewing a jury charge on appeal, the appellate court shall
not reverse the judgment of the trial court "unless the error appearing
from the record was calculated to injure the rights of defendant, or
unless it appears from the record that the defendant has not had a
fair and impartial trial." 48 Further, the legislature provided that when

43. 486 U.S. at 258. The Court noted that "if the prosecution can prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that a constitutional error did not contribute to the verdict, the error is
harmless ...." Id. at 256.

44. Id. (quoting Rose v. Clark, 478 U.S. 570, 577 (1986) (quoting Delaware v. Van
Arsdall, 475 U.S. 673, 681 (1986))).

45. Id. at 258-59 (quoting Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 24 (1967)).
46. See infra notes 47-50 and accompanying text.
47. TEX. CODE CRIM. PRoc. ANN. art. 44.23 (Vernon 1966) (repealed 1986).
48. TEX. CODE CRM. PRoC. ANN. art. 36.19 (Vernon 1966). See Brewer v. State, 572

S.W.2d 940, 941-44 (Tex. Crim. App. [Panel Op.] 1978) (Vollers, J., dissenting). Judge Vollers
stated that "[f]rom ... a careful reading of [TEx. CODE CRns. PRoc. ANN. art. 36.19], it is
clear that the legislature intended to create a harmless error rule where there was an objection
to the trial court's charge and the charge was found to be in error." Id. at 943; see Almanza
v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984) (en banc). In Almanza, the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals held that article 36.19 actually prescribes two standards of review. Id. at
171. If an error in the charge is timely objected to, the conviction must be reversed if it is
" 'calculated to injure the rights of defendant' " and the quantum of harm required is only
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reviewing a defective indictment, the indictment shall neither be
dismissed nor shall the defect taint any further proceeding thereon
unless the defect prejudices "the substantial rights of the defen-
dant." 49 Finally, in 1986, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
adopted Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 81(b)(2) which provides
that "[i]f the appellate record in a criminal case reveals error in the
proceedings below, the appellate court shall reverse the judgment
under review, unless the appellate court determines beyond a reason-
able doubt that the error made no contribution to the conviction or
to the punishment."50

B. Texas Case Law Applying Harmless Error Analysis

1. Decisions Before 81(b)(2): Pre-1986 Harmless Error Analysis in
Texas

Texas courts, especially the Court of Criminal Appeals, have
adopted various methods of analyzing trial court error to determine
whether it is harmless. In 1978, the Court of Criminal Appeals found
an error harmless in Cunningham v. State.5 The Cunningham court
correctly cited Harrington and Chapman for the proposition that the
test used in determining the extent of the error is whether a reasonable

"some harm." Id. However, if the error is not properly preserved the conviction will only be
reversed if the error is "so egregious and created such harm that he 'has not had a fair and
impartial trial' " - the quantum of harm being "egregious harm." Id. Two recent cases
following Almanza are Johnson v. State, 739 S.W.2d 299 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987) and Black
v. State, 739 S.W.2d 638 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1987, no pet.). But see Sifford v. State, 704
S.W.2d 571, 575 (Tex. App. - Corpus Christi 1986) (Nye, C.J., dissenting) (The Sifford
court followed Almanza, however, Chief Justice Nye stated that Almanza did not change the
harmless error rule and prejudice still had to be shown to constitute "some harm."), rev'd,
741 S.W.2d 440 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987) (finding that misjoinder was harmless).

49. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 21.19 (Vernon 1966); see also Hodge v. State 756
S.W.2d 353 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1988, no pet.). The majority applied article 21.19's harmless
error analysis. Id. at 357. However, the dissent insists that the Chapman beyond-a-reasonable-
doubt test should be used. Id. at 363.

50. TEx. R. App. P. 81(b)(2) (emphasis added). It is important to note that this "harmless
error" rule makes no distinction between constitutional and nonconstitutional errors and would
appear to apply to all errors meeting the applicable standard.

51. 500 S.W.2d 820 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973). In Cunningham, the defendant was convicted
of robbery by assault. Id. at 820. Over the defendant's objection that a proper predicate had
not been laid, the trial court admitted evidence. Id. at 824. The court found such an error
harmless in this case and affirmed the conviction. Id. at 824-25.
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possibility exists that the error contributed to the conviction12 How-
ever, the court did not use the "beyond a reasonable doubt" language
of Chapman. Consistent with the United States Supreme Court's
trend at the time, this court also applied an overwhelming evidence
test and determined that the "properly admitted evidence of guilt"
was overwhelming." The court also interjected a different method
of analysis, holding that the "minds of an average jury would not
have found the state's case less persuasive" had the error not
occurred. 4 This analysis directly contradicts the Supreme Court man-
date that the emphasis should be on the effect of the tainted evidence
and not on the value of the untainted evidence. 5 This decision was
probably the result of the seemingly inconsistent majority opinions
in Harrington and Chapman. 6

Texas cases after Cunningham also followed the overwhelming
evidence/minds of an average jury analysis. 57 In all of these cases,
the convictions affirmed were for crimes of a serious nature.5" In
light of past Supreme Court decisions and these Texas decisions,
there appeared to be some correlation between the serious nature of
a crime and use of the more "relaxed," perhaps erroneous, over-
whelming evidence analysis of harmless error. 59

Prior to the adoption of rule 81(b)(2), the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals recognized that the analysis of harmless error goes
beyond a determination that the error did or did not contribute to
the conviction.6 In Clemons v. State,61 the court decided that another
determination must be made regarding the effect of the error on the
actual punishment assessed. 62 An appellate court must look at whether

52. Id. at 824.
53. Id.
54. Id. (emphasis added).
55. See Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 765 (1946).
56. See Harrington v. California, 395 U.S. 250, 256 (1969) (Brennan, J., dissenting);

Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 23-24 (1967).
57. See, e.g., Sanne v. State, 609 S.W.2d 762, 774 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980) (capital

murder), cert. denied, 452 U.S. 931 (1982); Ex parte Smith, 513 S.W.2d 839, 845-46 (Tex.
1974) (accomplice to murder); Gonzales v. State, 626 S.W.2d 888, 893 (Tex. App. - San
Antonio 1981, pet. ref'd) (murder).

58. Id.; see supra note 40 and accompanying text.
59. See supra note 41 and accompanying text.
60. Clemons v. State, 605 S.W.2d 567, 571 (Tex. Crim. App. [Panel Op.] 1980).
61. 605 S.W.2d 567 (Tex. Crim. App. [Panel Op.] 1980).
62. Id. at 571 (In the trial court, the defendant was convicted of aggravated robbery and
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tainted evidence admitted during the punishment phase of the trial
contributed, beyond a reasonable doubt, to the actual punishment
assessed. 63 In making a determination of whether the error affected
the jury's assessment of punishment, the court focused on the prior
criminal record of the defendant and the actual sentence in relation
to the punishment range. 64

2. Post-1986 Decisions - Applying Rule 81(b)(2)

In Tolbert v. State,65 decided shortly after rule 81(b)(2) went
into effect, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed a convic-
tion in a bench trial in which inadmissible evidence was allowed. 66

According to the court's rationale, there is a presumption that the
court disregarded the inadmissible evidence where a trial is before
the court and not the jury.67 The court then reviewed the trial court's
decision for sufficiency of the evidence and affirmed the conviction.6
In a vigorous dissent, Judge Teague insisted that the court should
have used the rule 81(b)(2) analysis to determine the effect of the
inadmissible evidence because that rule makes no distinction between
a trial to the court and one to the jury.69 Judge Teague criticized the
standard used by the majority, stating that he could not discern what
standard they used. 70 Further, he submitted that since the majority

sentenced to 25 years, but the Court of Criminal Appeals reversed and remanded.); see also
Jordan v. State, 576 S.W.2d 825, 830 (Tex. Crim. App. [Panel Op.] 1978) (where the
defendant's conviction and sentencing to 50 years for robbery was reversed and remanded).

63. 605 S.W.2d at 572.
64. Id. at 571-72. The court noted that the defendant had no prior convictions at the

time of trial. Id. at 571. While the court recognized that a 25-year sentence was not unusual
based on the facts of the case, they emphasized that this was not dispositive. Id. at 572. The
question, according to the court, was whether the "evidence was harmless beyond a reasonable
doubt given the number of years assessed by the jury." Id.; see, e.g., Johnson v. State, 660
S.W.2d 536, 538 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983); Irving v. State, 573 S.W.2d 5, 6 (Tex. Crim. App.
[Panel Op.] 1978). In Johnson, the court used an overwhelming weight of the evidence analysis
in affirming a 99-year sentence for delivery of heroin. 660 S.W.2d at 538.

65. Tolbert v. State, 743 S.W.2d 631 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988).
66. Id. In this case, the trial court considered a videotape interview by a child victim of

sexual assault in violation of defendant's right to confrontation under the United States and
Texas Constitutions and Long v. State, 742 S.W.2d 302 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987). 743 S.W.2d
at 632-33.

67. 743 S.W.2d at 633 (citations omitted).
68. Id. at 634-35.
69. Id. at 637 (Teague, J., dissenting).
70. Id. ("It appears ... that [the majority] is attempting to use some sort of smorgasbord,

a melange, or a heterogeneous mixture of different standards in order to completely toss
appellant out the front door of the Supreme Court Building .... ").
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agreed that error was committed, the only justification for affirming
the conviction would be if the court found that the error contributed
to the conviction or punishment "in no degree." 7'

In the late 1980's a growing concern developed in Texas courts
regarding harmless error analysis in cases involving the constitution-
ality of jury charges on the law of parole. In 1987, the Court of
Criminal Appeals decided Rose v. State.72 The court implemented
the harmless error analysis of rule 81(b)(2) in reviewing trial court
errors regarding jury instructions on the law of parole. 73 In Rose,
the court reasoned that the decision to grant parole is one for the
executive branch, through the Board of Pardons and Paroles, and
any action in that regard by the judiciary would violate the separation
of powers doctrine of article II, section 1 of the Texas Bill of

71. Id.
72. 752 S.W.2d 529 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987) (en banc). In Rose, the defendant and two

others robbed a man at gunpoint, threatened to kill him, and left him tied up on the floor.
See id. at 554. Days later, police officers stopped the defendant and a struggle ensued. See
id. During the struggle, the defendant commanded one of his partners to shoot the officer,
which he did, and the defendant escaped in a squad car. See id. The defendant was apprehended
following a high speed chase when he crashed the police car into a median. See id.

73. Id. at 537. Article 37.07, § 4(a) of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure provides
for the following charge in a felony case in which the jury assesses punishment:

"... Under the law applicable in this case, the defendant, if sentenced to a term
of imprisonment, may earn time off the sentence imposed through the award of
good conduct time. Prison authorities may award good conduct time to a prisoner
who exhibits good behavior, diligence in carrying out prison work assignments, and
attempts at rehabilitation. If a prisoner engages in misconduct, prison authorities
may also take away all or part of any good conduct time earned by the prisoner.
"It is also possible that the length of time for which the defendant will be imprisoned
might be reduced by the award of parole.
"Under the law applicable in this case, if the defendant is sentenced to a term of
imprisonment, he will not become eligible for parole until the actual time served
equals one-fourth of the sentence imposed or 15 years, whichever is less, without
consideration of any good conduct time he may earn. If the defendant is sentenced
to a term of less than six years, he must serve at least two years before he is eligible
for parole. Eligibility for parole does not guarantee that parole will be granted.
"It cannot accurately be predicted how the parole law and good conduct time might
be applied to this defendant if he is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, because
the application of these laws will depend on decisions made by prison and parole
authorities.
"You may consider the existence of the parole law and good conduct time. However,
you are not to consider the extent to which good conduct time may be awarded to
or forfeited by this particular defendant. You are not to consider the manner in
which the parole law may be applied to this particular defendant."

TEx. CRIM. PROC. CODE ANN. art. 37.07, § 4(a) (Vernon Supp. 1990).
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Rights.7 4 Therefore, the court found the instruction on parole, man-
dated by the Code of Criminal Procedure (the "section 4" instruc-
tion),. unconstitutional." The court cited Clark v. State,76 which
admonished that "Itihe evil to be avoided is the consideration by
the jury of parole in assessing punishment." '77 The Rose court realized
that rather than avoid that evil, the section 4 instruction directly
instructed the jury to consider the parole law in determining punish-
ment .7

Although the court in Rose found the parole instruction uncon-
stitutional, a majority nonetheless found that the erroneous instruc-
tion did not require reversal. 79 On rehearing in 1988, the court noted
that failure to object to the use of the unconstitutional section 4
instruction did not constitute waiver of the defendant's right to
review on appeal.8 0 The Rose court then determined that the correct
standard of review was rule 81(b)(2) rather than the A lmanza standard
which had historically been utilized in determining the harm imposed
by jury charge error."' The court reasoned that the error was not
really one attributed to the jury charge itself, but to the application
of an unconstitutional statute to the defendant's case.8 2 Since rule
81(b)(2) has historically been applied to cases involving the denial of
federal and state constitutional rights, the Rose court determined that

74. 752 S.W.2d at 534.
75. Id. at 535. Since the decision in Rose, the Texas Constitution has been amended by

election of the voters to read as follows:
Sec. 11(a). The Legislature shall by law establish a Board of Pardons and Paroles
and shall require it to keep record of its actions and the reasons for its actions. The
Legislature shall have authority to enact parole laws and laws that require or permit
courts to inform juries about the effect of good conduct time and eligibility for
parole or mandatory supervision on the period of incarceration served by a defendant
convicted of a criminal offense.

TEx. CO NST. art. IV, § 11 (a) (amended 1989) (emphasis added).
This amendment eliminates the separation of powers problem that led the Rose court to

conclude that the § 4(a) jury instruction was unconstitutional. However, for errors occurring
before the amendment, the harmless error analysis is still important.

76. 643 S.W.2d 723 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982).
77. 752 S.W.2d at 535 (quoting Clark v. State, 643 S.W.2d at 725).
78. Id.
79. Id. at 537 n.10.
80. Id. at 552-53. The court reasoned that because the statutory instruction was uncon-

stitutional, it was void from its inception and therefore relieved a defendant of the need to
object at trial or raise the issue on direct appeal in order to qualify for review. Id.

81. Id. at 553-54.
82. Id. at 553.
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such an analysis of harmless error was warranted.8 3 In applying the
rule 81(b)(2) harmless error analysis to Rose, the court focused on
factors tending to show that no harm had actually occurred.84 The
jury was given a curative instruction, and the court noted a general
presumption that juries follow such instructions.8 5 The court's finding
of no harm was based not only on the fact that a curative instruction
was given, but also on the heinous nature of the crime and the
defendant's prior criminal record.8 6 Considering these three factors,
the court held that the erroneous parole instruction did not, beyond
a reasonable doubt, affect the jury's assessment of punishment.8 7

Subsequent court of appeals opinions have followed the Rose
analysis in determining the nature of harm in cases of parole instruc-
tion error.8 8 In Payne v. State, 9 the Dallas Court of Appeals affirmed
the defendant's conviction of the "calculated, cold-blooded execution
of a crippled, intoxicated, and sleeping man" and considered also
"the deadly weapon finding, and the appellant's prior convictions. "9
During the trial, no curative instruction was requested or given. 9'
While deliberating, the jury sent out a note asking, "What is the
earliest possible parole on a life sentence? "92 The trial court merely

83. Id. at 553-54.
84. Id. at 554.
85. Id. The jury was instructed as follows:

"You are further instructed that in determining the punishment in this case, you
are not to discuss among yourselves how long the defendant will be required to
serve any sentence you decide to impose. Such matters come within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Board of Pardons and Paroles and the Governor of the State of
Texas and are no concern of yours."

Id.
86. Id. at 554. Defendant had five prior felony convictions including burglary, forgery

and robbery. See id.
87. Id. at 554-55.
88. E.g., Ray v. State, 764 S.W.2d 406 (Tex. App. - Houston [14th Dist.] 1988, pet.

ref'd). The court upheld a murder conviction based on Rose. The defendant was convicted of
killing her parents while her children were "asleep at the foot of her parents' bed." See id.
at 414. Even though defendant was a first time offender and thus eligible for parole, the court
relied on the heinous nature of the facts in making their decision that the error was harmless
beyond a reasonable doubt. Id.

89. 766 S.W.2d 585 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1989), rev'd sub nom. Arnold v. State, 786
S.W.2d 295 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).

90. Id. at 586. The defendant's prior convictions included three misdemeanor theft
convictions and one for disorderly conduct. Id.

91. Id.
92. Id.
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told the jury to follow the charge instructions.93 The court of appeals
conceded that the jury was considering the parole instruction but
that such consideration did not necessarily mean the jury instruction
contributed to the punishment assessed. 94 According to the court, the
other factors considered by the jury indicated that it had not consid-
ered the parole instruction to a harmful degree. 95

By relying on the nature of the facts, curative instructions and
prior convictions in a particular case, rather than the effect of the
error on the conviction and punishment, Texas courts began to pull
further away from the standard espoused by Chapman. However, in
Beathard v. State,96 the Court of Criminal Appeals recognized that
in the case of federal constitutional error, the harmless error analysis
of Chapman was applicable. 97 Therefore, as with Rose, even though
the error was in the charge to the jury, a matter handled in Texas
under a different test, the court applied the "beyond a reasonable
doubt" standard and noted that the standard for rule 81(b)(2) analysis
was identical to that provided under Chapman.98

In Mallory v. State,99 the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
acknowledged that rule 81(b)(2) was essentially a codification of the
harmless error rule of Chapman.10 The court did not distinguish
between constitutional and nonconstitutional error. It was not until
June, 1989, however, that the Court of Criminal Appeals attempted
to set out guidelines for applying the harmless error rule.' 0'

In making the harmless error analysis under rule 81(b)(2), it is
important to emphasize the burden of proof. The burden falls
squarely on the State, as beneficiary of the error, to show beyond a
reasonable doubt that the error did not contribute to a defendant's

93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 586-87. This case has been reversed by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.

See infra notes 134-49 and accompanying text.
96. 767 S.W.2d 423 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989).
97. Id. at 432. In Beathard, the defendant was denied a "no-adverse-inference" instruction

upon a timely objection in violation of his right against self incrimination. Id.
98. Id. For the standard used regarding jury charge error, see supra note 48 and

accompanying text.
99. 752 S.W.2d 566 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988).

100. Id. at 569-70.
101. Harris v. State, No. TC-89-27-67 (Tex. Crim. App., June 28, 1989) (en banc) (not

yet reported). Harris involved trial court error in admitting evidence of extraneous offenses.
See id. The Court of Criminal Appeals found harmless error and affirmed the conviction. Id.
at 37-39.
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conviction or punishment. 10 2 The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
has given one reason for this allocation of the burden. In Arnold v.
State,0 1 the court noted that they were "unable to know what process
the jury underwent in assessing punishment."' 1 4 The Arnold court
reasoned that any harmless error analysis is "mostly speculative unless
and until the State is able to discharge its heavy burden."'' 5

3. Harris v. State: °6 An Attempt at a Workable Standard

In Harris, the Court of Criminal Appeals realized that it had
never set out a "coherent standard" for determining whether an
error is harmless. 1°7 The court noted that objective standards were
suspiciously absent from the formulation of the rule. 08 In setting out
the appellate court's function regarding harmless error analysis, the
court stated that the appellate court is not to decide how it would
have decided the facts (i.e., whether the trial court result was cor-
rect)109 Rather, the appellate court's function is to determine to what
extent the trial court error affected the conviction or punishment."10

The court expressly rejected the overwhelming evidence of guilt
analysis used so often in the past by Texas courts, and instead held
that the focus is on the error and not the remaining evidence."' The
court noted, however, that the effect of the error cannot correctly
be evaluated without examining its "interaction with the other evi-
dence.""12 The court also realized that an appellate judge cannot
realistically ignore a subjective evaluation of the trial court's result." 3

In evaluating the United States Supreme Court's lack of guidance
on the issue, the Court of Criminal Appeals recognized the inconsis-
tent decisions regarding the overwhelming evidence standard.' 4 The

102. Satterwhite v. Texas, 486 U.S. 249, 258-59 (1988); Chapman v. California, 386 U.S.
18, 24 (1967); Arnold v. State, 786 S.W.2d 295, 298 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).

103. 786 S.W.2d 295 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).
104. Id. at 310 (quoting Rose v. State, 752 S.W.2d 529, 554 (1988)).
105. Id.
106. No. TC-89-27-67 (Tex. Crim. App., June 28, 1989) (en banc) (not yet reported).
107. Id. at 29.
108. Id. at 30.
109. Id.
110. Id.
Ill. Id.
112. Id. at 32.
113. Id. at 31.
114. Id. at 32-33.
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court further observed that the federal trend involving use of that
standard seemed to have been cut off by the Supreme Court's decision
in Satterwhite."' In Satterwhite, the Supreme Court directed the
focus to the error and its effect on the result and away from the
question of whether there was sufficient untainted evidence to support
a conviction." 6 The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals explained the
inconsistent Supreme Court decisions regarding harm analysis in
terms of the differing viewpoints of the high court justices." 7

The Court of Criminal Appeals, realizing that the harmless error
rule is inherently subjective, stated that the most it could do was to
"set out general considerations which may be relevant, and trust
individual judges to use these observations in their personal calcu-
lus.""" The court looked at the most basic of considerations in
formulating its guidelines: the fairness and integrity of the criminal
trial process."l9 The following are the factors which the court reasoned
are to be considered in making a correct harmless error analysis:

1) the source and nature of the error;
2) the extent to which the State used the error throughout the
course of the trial;
3) the probable collateral implications of the error;
4) the probable weight a juror could put on such an error; and,
5) the likelihood that a finding of harmlessness would encourage
the State to repeat the error. 20

In prescribing the above considerations, the court sought to shift the
focus to the process rather than the result.'2'

The court further set out a procedure to be followed in making
a harmless error determination. 2 2 In the opinion of the court, the
appellate court should first isolate the error and all its effects, based
on the above considerations. 2 The appellate court should then decide
whether a rational fact finder would have reached the same result,
notwithstanding the error and its effects. 124 Finally, the court re-

115. Id.; see also supra note 42-45 and accompanying text (discussing Satterwhite).
116. 486 U.S. 249, 258-59 (1988).
117. Harris, No. TC-89-27-67 at 34.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 36.
120. Id.
121. Id.
122. Id.
123. Id. at 37.
124. Id.
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emphasized the importance of focusing on the error and not the
other evidence, although the court recognized that "overwhelming
evidence can be a factor to be considered" in making a harmless
error determination under rule 81(b)(2). 25

III. THE FUTURE OF RULE 81(b)(2)

In Harris, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals attempted to
re-focus the rule 81(b)(2) harmless error analysis in order to impress
upon appellate court judges the real purpose of the rule. 26 The
purpose is the preservation of the integrity and fairness of the criminal
justice system in Texas. Under the current interpretation of rule
81(b)(2), it would appear that the court has attempted, but failed,
to provide a reliable method for determining harmless error. Prior
to Harris, the Texas appellate courts relied heavily, not on the effect
of the error, but on the overwhelming weight of the evidence un-
tainted by the error in making their harmless error determinations.1 27

In virtually all of the cases employing this standard of review, the
convictions were affirmed. Perhaps these courts, in refusing to focus
on the error and the beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard, relied on
the overwhelming evidence of guilt standard in order to bypass a
standard which did not present them with the desired result. This
tendency is particularly evident in those cases involving extremely
serious crimes based on "heinous" facts. Unfortunately, the over-
whelming weight of the evidence analysis loses sight of the mandate
of Kotteakos, which held that an appellate judge should not decide
the correctness of the trial court result. 28 The Rose line of cases
disguised the overwhelming evidence standard by referring to it as a
rule 81(b)(2) analysis, and found jury charge errors to be harmless
based primarily on the heinous nature of the crime involved. 29

In Harris, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals had an oppor-
tunity to put an end to such erroneous analysis. In one breath the
court admonished appellate court judges against using the overwhelm-
ing evidence standard. 30 However, in the next breath the court

125. Id. at 36-37.
126. Id. at 36.
127. See supra notes 51-59 and accompanying text (discussing the earlier appellate court

decisions).
128. Kotteakos v. United States, 378 U.S. 750, 763 (1946).

129. See supra notes 72-88 and accompanying text (discussing the Rose line of cases).
130. Harris, No. TC-89-27-67 at 36-37.
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suggested consideration of overwhelming evidence of guilt in making
a rule 81(b)(2) harmless error determination.' Perhaps this refusal
to expressly reject the overwhelming evidence standard is due in part
to the court's uncertainty as to the future of that standard in the
Supreme Court of the United States.12 Regardless of the rationale,
the Court of Criminal Appeals failed in its attempt to eliminate
reliance on an overwhelming evidence standard in making a harmless
error determination under rule 81(b)(2). It seems clear that courts
will still be able to bypass the standard set out in the rule when
confronted with extremely gruesome or troubling facts and over-
whelming evidence of guilt.

Disregarding for now the overwhelming evidence error in Harris,
the factors set out and procedures advanced by the Court of Criminal
Appeals are the first to be advanced since rule 81(b)(2) was prom-
ulgated by that court in 1986.'3 If appellate courts can keep in mind
the mandated focus of the harmless error analysis, and refrain from
falling back on the overwhelming evidence standard in tough situa-
tions, the standards set out in Harris should begin a reasoned,
consistent application of rule 81(b)(2)'s harmless error analysis.

On January 24, 1990, the Court of Criminal Appeals decided
several cases in one opinion which revamped the Rose analysis of
harmless error under rule 81(b)(2) regarding the unconstitutional jury
charge on parole. 3 4 In Arnold v. State,13 5 the court attempted to set
out guidelines for making a Rose harmless error analysis. 36 After
emphasizing the heavy burden on the State in showing beyond a
reasonable doubt that the error was harmless, the court addressed
the proper factors which the appellate courts could consider in
determining whether application of the erroneous section 4 instruction

131. Id.
132. Id. at 34.
133. See TEX. CODE CRn.. PROC. ANN. arts. 44.33, 44.45 (Vernon Supp. 1990).
134. See Arnold v. State, 786 S.W.2d 295 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990). One of the cases

decided was Payne v. State, 766 S.W.2d 585 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1989), rev'd sub nom.
Arnold v. State, 786 S.W.2d 295 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990). The Court of Criminal Appeals
reversed Payne's conviction noting that because "an appellate court believes facts of an offense
are heinous and a prior criminal record shows propensity for violence [it] cannot rule out that
a jury may have taken into account a § 4 instruction in assessing punishment." 786 S.W.2d
at 321. Again, the court noted the heavy burden on the State to show no harm. Id. at 321-
22.

135. 786 S.W.2d 295 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990).
136. Id. at 310-13.
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was harmless. 3 7 While noting that curative instructions, prior con-
victions and heinous facts are factors in the determination, the court
prescribed limits on those considerations.3 8 Regarding the presump-
tion that juries will follow curative instructions, the court noted that
rule 81(b)(2) sets up an opposing appellate presumption of harm
from the error. 39 The court further reasoned that the reasonable
doubt standard requires dominance of the rule 81(b)(2) presumption
'over the presumption accompanying the curative instruction.' 40 Ac-
cording to the court, to hold otherwise would be to shift the State's
burden of demonstrating no harm to the defendant.' 4' Therefore,
while the curative instruction can be considered, it should only be
relied on when the State has met its heavy burden to show no harm
beyond a reasonable doubt. 42 Regarding "heinous" facts, the court
noted that " 'heinousness', like beauty, is in the eyes of the be-
holder.' ' 4 Thus, any consideration of heinous facts must be made
with great care, and is by no means determinative.'" The court,
while still allowing appellate courts to consider other factors, focused
more on the need for the State to show no harm beyond a reasonable
doubt. 14 While the court did purport to set out a method of analysis
for Rose error cases, they nonetheless have arguably allowed courts
to balk at reversal when faced with particularly gruesome or heinous
crimes.

As a final note, in his dissenting opinion in Derrick v. State, 146

Judge Teague suggested that a harmless error rule is unnecessary. 47

He asserted that after finding error which has been properly preserved
"it represents the most extreme disrespect for our system of jus-

137. Id. at 300-10.
138. Id. The court also noted the following additional factors to be considered in deter-

mining whether the error contributed to punishment beyond a reasonable doubt: 1) whether
parole was mentioned in voir dire; 2) whether the instruction on parole was submitted over
an objection; 3) whether parole was mentioned in argument; and 4) whether the jury sent out
a note regarding parole law during the deliberations. Id.

139. Id. at 310-11.
140. Id. at 311.
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Id.
144. Id. at 312.
145. Id. at 300-13.
146. 773 S.W.2d 271 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989) (Teague, J., dissenting).
147. Id. at 278.
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tice..." to treat the error as harmless. 48 He further insisted that
"[tihere should be no rule of law in our jurisprudence the violation
of which is harmless in more than a miniscule number of conceivable
cases.' 149

IV. CONCLUSION

Rule 81(b)(2) of the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure is
designed to insure a fair criminal trial without the need for reversal
due to technical, insignificant errors. No criminal trial is error free.
Although it is impossible to set out a "bright line" rule for making
a harmless error determination, the Court of Criminal Appeals has
enumerated several factors to be considered. 5 0 By using this frame-
work and holding the State to its burden of showing harm beyond
a reasonable doubt, the analysis will be focused on the error and
not the untainted evidence. If the court will stand firm on its rejection
of the overwhelming evidence standard, the decision in Harris will
promote the purpose of rule 81(b)(2) and aid Texas appellate judges
and attorneys in making a well reasoned harmless error analysis.

Erika Plumlee

148. Id. at 279.
149. Id.
150. See supra notes 137-45 and accompanying text.
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